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Abstract: For a novel disturbance-free payload (DFP) spacecraft, it is difficult to isolate the low-
frequency disturbances owing to the umbilical cables, which decreases the pointing accuracy and
stability of the payload. In this research, an improved DFP spacecraft and its integrated control
scheme are designed to enhance the pointing accuracy and disturbance attenuation performance.
The improved DFP spacecraft consists of a Payload Module (PM), a Support Module (SM), and
a Test Mass (TM). The integrated control system is subdivided into three interconnected control
loops. An active vibration isolation control loop is used to isolate the PM from disturbances in the
high-frequency bands and control the PM to track the attitude of the SM. A drag-free control loop is
used to isolate the SM from disturbances in the low-frequency bands and control the SM to track the
attitude of the TM. An attitude-pointing control loop is used to control the TM to track the desired
attitude. Based on the improved DFP spacecraft and the integrated control system, the payload
mounted on the PM can be isolated from disturbances in all of the frequency bands, and its high-level
requirements for pointing accuracy and stability can be realized.

Keywords: disturbance-free payload; vibration isolation; drag-free control; attitude pointing

1. Introduction

With the development of space science research and space technology applications,
most advanced space missions have put forward the requirement of very high pointing
accuracy and an extremely quiet on-board environment, such as space scientific observa-
tion [1–3], deep space laser communication [4], and high-resolution earth observation [5,6].
However, an on-orbit spacecraft usually experiences various disturbances that include
external disturbances from the space environment, such as atmospheric resistance per-
turbation and solar radiation light pressure perturbation, as well as internal disturbances
from the satellite itself, such as the action of payloads, the flutter of flexible components,
and the operation of the attitude and orbit control engine [7]. The pointing performance
of the mission instruments is affected by the disturbance forces and torques passed on to
the spacecraft structure. Micro-disturbances with an amplitude of 20 µm will cause the
sharpness of images taken by the remote sensing satellite to drop by more than 50% [8]. A
novel spacecraft architecture known as disturbance-free payload (DFP) has been proposed
to achieve perfect disturbance isolation performance [9]. In the DFP architecture, the pay-
load module (PM) and the support module (SM) are separate bodies that interact through
non-contact sensors and actuators to achieve precision payload control and isolation from
spacecraft disturbances.

The DFP spacecraft has been developed and successfully demonstrated experimen-
tally [10–12]. Some of the umbilical cables connecting the two modules of the DFP spacecraft
are normally used for data, power, and fluid transfer. These flexible cables result in a path of
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disturbance transmission from the SM to the PM, which decreases the pointing accuracy and
stability of the PM. For the application of the DFP spacecraft in deep space laser communica-
tion, Regehr [13] analyzed the influence of the connecting cables on the pointing accuracy
of payloads. The frequency of the micro-disturbances transmitted by the umbilical cables is
mainly concentrated in the range of 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz [14]. At present, two schemes have been
tried to overcome the micro-disturbances transmitted by the umbilical cables. One scheme
involves using wireless energy transmission and wireless communication technology instead
of umbilical cables [15], and the other scheme involves establishing the disturbance model of
the umbilical cables and conducting feedforward compensation [16,17]. Compared with the
umbilical cables, the engineering implementation of wireless energy transmission is more
complex. In addition, wireless energy transmission may cause disturbances for the PM and
magnetic interference for non-contact electromagnetic actuators. The precise disturbance
model of the umbilical cables is difficult to establish owing to its flexible characteristics, such
as nonlinear stiffness and hysteretic curve. Therefore, these two schemes do not perfectly
solve the problem of the umbilical cables.

An improved spacecraft architecture based on the DFP spacecraft with umbilical
cables is proposed in this paper. In the new spacecraft architecture, a test mass (TM) is
centered inside the SM. Referring to the control concept of a drag-free satellite [18,19],
the free-flying TM follows a purely gravitational orbit while the SM is controlled to track
the TM, thus providing isolation from disturbances in the low-frequency band on the SM.
Since the low-frequency disturbance of the SM is attenuated with the drag-free control, the
micro-disturbances transmitted by the umbilical cables are very small or even negligible
in the low-frequency band. The performance of the pointing accuracy and stability is
enhanced by the integrated control of the PM, SM, and TM in the improved DFP spacecraft.

The main contributions of the paper include the configuration of the improved DFP
spacecraft and its integrated control scheme. The improved DFP spacecraft consists of the
PM, the SM, and the TM. The TM is introduced, and the drag-free control technology is
applied to isolate disturbances in the low-frequency band transmitted through the umbilical
cables. The integrated control system consists of three interconnected control loops, which
are the active vibration isolation control loop, the drag-free control loop, and the attitude-
pointing control loop. The PM can be isolated from disturbances in all of the frequency
bands by the active vibration isolation control and the drag-free control. The pointing
requirement of the payload can be satisfied with the integrated control scheme of the PM,
the SM, and the TM. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The configuration of the
improved DFP spacecraft is introduced by presenting an overview of the hardware system
in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the dynamics modeling and integrated controller design
of the improved DFP spacecraft. The results of the numerical simulations are discussed in
Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. System Configuration

The proposed spacecraft architecture, which is based on the DFP spacecraft with
umbilical cables, is illustrated in Figure 1. The improved DFP spacecraft is composed of a
PM, an SM, and a TM. The PM that the payload is mounted on is levitated close to the SM
through non-contact sensors and actuators. A bundle of umbilical cables for data, power,
and fluid transfer comprises the only mechanical links between the PM and the SM. The
TM, which is used to attenuate the disturbances to the SM in the low-frequency band, is
suspended within the SM. The SM is part of a novel satellite architecture, and it includes
solar panels for power, thrusters for orbit control, and flywheels for attitude control.

Three sets of two-dimensional position-sensitive detectors (2D–PSDs) and three sets
of two-dimensional output electromagnetic actuators are placed between the PM and
the SM to isolate the PM from the disturbances of the SM [15]. The 2D–PSD consists
of a photosensitive surface mounted on the PM and a collimated light-emitting diode
mounted on the SM. The 2D–PSDs are used to measure the position and orientation of
the PM with respect to the SM. The two-dimensional output electromagnetic actuator is
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composed of permanent magnets mounted on the PM and two sets of orthogonal coils
mounted on the SM. The two-dimensional output electromagnetic actuators are used to
generate the required forces and torques. Given the fact that the two-dimensional output
electromagnetic actuators only function when the coils and magnets are adjacent to each
other, the free motion of the PM with respect to the SM must be restricted to ±10 mm in
translation and ±35 mrad in rotation.
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The TM can be a gold-platinum cube that is enclosed within a housing rigidly attached
to the body of the SM [20]. Electrodes on the inner faces of the housing are used to measure
the position and orientation of the TM with respect to the housing. The TM and the
electrode housing essentially constitute an inertial sensor. When the TM falls freely through
space under the influence of gravity alone, the distance of the electrode housing from the
TM is changed and sensed by the capacitive sensors. The electrostatic actuators are used to
generate the required forces and torques via the voltages applied to the electrodes. The free
motion of the TM with respect to the SM is usually restricted to ±4 mm in translation and
±2 mrad in rotation.

The typical sensors and actuators of the improved DFP spacecraft are listed in Table 1. It
should be noted that three degrees of freedom (DOF) of the TM translation are a result of the
drag-free motion and cannot be measured. Therefore, 15 DOF can be measured or derived
from the sensor raw data. The actuation of the SM motion is performed with thrusters and
flywheels that provide actuation authority along all six DOF. Furthermore, the PM and the
TM can be actuated along six DOF with an electromagnetic or electrostatic suspension system.
In total, all 18 rigid body DOF of the improved DFP spacecraft can be actuated.

Table 1. Sensors and actuators of the improved DFP spacecraft.

Component Installation Position Function

Sensor
2D-PSDs Between the PM and the SM Measure the position and orientation of the PM

with respect to the SM

Capacitive sensors Between the TM and the SM Measure the position and orientation of the TM
with respect to the SM

Star sensors On the SM Measure the orientation of the SM with respect to
the inertial space

Actuator

Electromagnetic actuators Between the PM and the SM Generate forces and torques acting on the PM and
the SM

Electrostatic actuators Between the TM and the SM Generate forces and torques acting on the TM and
the SM

Thrusters On the SM Generate forces acting on the SM

Flywheels On the SM Generate torques acting on the SM

DFP, disturbance-free payload; 2D–PSDs, two-dimensional position-sensitive detectors; PM, payload module; SM,
support module; TM, test mass.
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3. System Dynamics Modeling and Controller Design
3.1. Dynamics Modeling

To establish the dynamics modeling of the improved DFP spacecraft, several coordi-
nates are defined. The geocentric inertial coordinate system is denoted as Nxyz, and the
orbit reference coordinate system is denoted as Oxyz. The Payload–Module-fixed coordinate
system denoted as Pxyz, the Support–Module-fixed coordinate system denoted as Sxyz, and
the Test–Mass-fixed coordinate system denoted as Txyz are fixed on the PM, the SM, and
the TM, respectively.

Based on the Newton–Euler method, the nonlinear dynamics model of the improved
DFP spacecraft can be expressed as

mS ·
..
rNS = FS_Gra + FS_Thr + FS_Umb + FS_Mag + FS_Ele + FS_Vib + FS_Ext

mP · ..
rNP = FP_Gra + FP_Umb + FP_Mag + FP_Vib + FP_Ext

mT · ..
rNT = FT_Gra + FT_Ele + FT_Vib + FT_Ext

IS · NαS + NωS ×
(
IS · NωS) = MS_Gra + MS_Fly + MS_Umb + MS_Mag + MS_Ele + MS_Vib + MS_Ext

IP · NαP + NωP ×
(
IP · NωP) = MP_Gra + MP_Umb + MP_Mag + MP_Vib + MP_Ext

IT · NαT + NωT×
(
IT · NωT) = MT_Gra + MT_Ele + MT_Vib + MT_Ext

(1)

where the subscripts S, P, and T represent the SM, the PM, and the TM, respectively, and
are replaced by the X below; mX and IX are the mass and the inertia matrixes, respectively;
rNX is the position vector, and rNX is the moduli of rNX;

..
rNX is the second-order derivative

with respect to Nxyz; NαX and NωX are the attitude angular acceleration and velocity
with respect to Nxyz, respectively; FX_Thr is the force generated by thrusters; MX_Fly is the
torque generated by flywheels; FX_Gra, FX_Umb, FX_Mag, FX_Ele, FX_Vib, FX_Ext are the forces,
MX_Gra, MX_Umb, MX_Mag, MX_Ele, MX_Vib, MX_Ext are the torques generated by the Earth,
the umbilical cables, the electromagnetic actuators, the electrostatic actuators, the local
disturbances, and the external disturbances, respectively.

Since the cubic TM is used to provide a high-precision inertial reference and is shielded
by the SM, the disturbances FT_Vib, FT_Ext, MT_Gra, MT_Vib, and MT_Ext can be negligible. In
addition, based on Newton’s law of action and reaction, the corresponding conditions can
be expressed as

FS_Umb = −FP_Umb, FS_Mag = −FP_Mag, FS_Ele = −FT_Ele,

MS_Umb = −MP_Umb, MS_Mag = −MP_Mag, MS_Ele = −MT_Ele,

FT_Vib = 03×1, FT_Ext = 03×1, MT_Gra = 03×1, MT_Vib = 03×1, MT_Ext = 03×1

(2)

where 03×1 represents a zero vector with three rows and one column.
According to the compound law of motion of a grid body and Equation (1), the relative

motion of the improved DFP spacecraft can be written as

..
rSP
∣∣
S + 2NωS × .

rSP
∣∣
S +

NαS × rSP + NωS ×
(NωS × rSP

)
= FP_Gra/mP − FS_Gra/mS + FP_Umb(1/mP + 1/mS) + FP_Mag(1/mP + 1/mS)

−FS_Thr/mS − FS_Ele/mS + FP_Vib/mP − FS_Vib/mS + FP_Ext/mP − FS_Ext/mS

IP ·
(NαS + SαP + NωS × SωP)+ (NωS + SωP)× [IP ·

(NωS +
SωP)]

= MP_Gra + MP_Umb + MP_Mag + MP_Vib + MP_Ext
..
rTS
∣∣
T + 2NωT × .

rTS
∣∣
T + NαT × rTS +

NωT ×
(NωT × rTS

)
= FS_Gra/mS − FT_Gra/mT + FS_Thr/mS + FS_Umb/mS + FS_Mag/mS

+FS_Ele(1/mS + 1/mT) + FS_Vib/mS + FS_Ext/mS

IS ·
(NαT + TαS + NωT × TωS)+ (NωT + TωS)× [IS ·

(NωT + TωS)]
= MS_Gra + MS_Fly + MS_Umb + MS_Mag + MS_Ele + MS_Vib + MS_Ext

(3)

where rSP is the relative motion of the PM with respect to the SM;
.
rSP
∣∣
S and

..
rSP
∣∣
S are the

one-order and second-order derivatives with respect to Sxyz, respectively; SωP and SαP
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are the attitude angular velocity and the acceleration of the PM with respect to the SM,
respectively; rTS is the relative motion of the SM with respect to the TM;

.
rTS
∣∣
T and

..
rTS
∣∣
T

are the first-order and second-order derivatives with respect to Txyz, respectively; and TωS

and TαS are the attitude angular velocity and the acceleration of the PM with respect to the
SM, respectively.

The linearization of the nonlinear dynamics model is established to simplify the dynamics
analysis and the controller design. The linear dynamics equation can be expressed as

N
..
θ

T

..
rS1P

∣∣
S

S
..
θ

P

..
rTS2

∣∣
T

T
..
θ

S

 =


03×3 E3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3
03×3 03×3 E3×3 03×3 −E3×3 r×SS1
03×3 03×3 03×3 E3×3 03×3 −E3×3
−E3×3 r×TS2

03×3 03×3 E3×3 03×3

03×3 −E3×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 E3×3





aT
αT
aP
αP
aS
αS


aS =

(
FS_Gra + FS_Thr + FS_Umb + FS_Mag + FS_Ele + FS_Vib + FS_Ext

)
/mS

aP =
(
FP_Gra + FP_Umb + FP_Mag + FP_Vib + FP_Ext

)
/mP

aT = (FT_Gra + FT_Ele + FT_Vib + FT_Ext)/mT

αS = I−1
S ·

(
MS_Gra + MS_Fly + MS_Umb + MS_Mag + MS_Ele + MS_Vib + MS_Ext

)
αP = I−1

P ·
(
MP_Gra + MP_Umb + MP_Mag + MP_Vib + MP_Ext

)
αT = I−1

T · (MT_Gra + MT_Ele + MT_Vib + MT_Ext)

(4)

where the points S1 and S2, fixed on the SM, as shown in Figure 2, are the geometric center
of the motion space of the PM (±10 mm, ±35 mrad) and the motion space of the TM
(±4 mm, ±2 mrad), respectively. SθP and TθS are the relative attitude angles of the PM with
respect to the SM and of the SM with respect to the TM, respectively; and aX and αX are
the acceleration caused by all of the forces and the attitude angular accelerations caused by
all of the torques, respectively. 03×3 and E3×3 represent the 3 × 3 zero matrix and identity
matrix, respectively.
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3.2. Controller Design

The control scheme shown in Figure 3 is the control algorithm design for the improved
DFP spacecraft, where the FP_Ctr and MP_Ctr generated by the electromagnetic actuators
are the control forces and torques of the PM, respectively, the rS1P and SθP measured with
the 2D–PSDs are the relative motions of the PM with respect to the SM, and the rS1P_d
and SθP

d are the desired relative motions (the objectives of the control system). The FS_Ctr
generated by the thrusters and the MS_Ctr generated by the flywheels are the control forces
and torques of the SM, respectively, the rTS2 and TθS measured by the capacitive sensors
are the relative motions of the SM with respect to the TM, and the rTS2_d and TθS

d are the
desired relative motions. The MT_Ctr generated by the electrostatic actuators refers to the
control torques of the TM, the NθS measured by the star sensors is the relative attitude
angle of the SM with respect to Nxyz, and NθS

d is the desired relative motion.
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Thus, in total, there are 15 DOF to be controlled that can be subdivided into three
interconnected control loops:

1. An active vibration isolation control loop is used to isolate the PM from disturbances
in the high-frequency bands, prevent a collision between the PM and the SM, and
control the PM to track the attitude of the SM;

2. A drag-free control loop is used to isolate the SM from disturbances in the low-
frequency bands, prevent the collision between the SM and the TM, and control the
SM to track the attitude of the TM;

3. An attitude-pointing control loop is used to control the TM to track the desired
attitude, which is determined by the pointing requirement of the payload.

The control system of the improved DFP spacecraft should be co-designed, as shown in
Figure 4. There are two control objectives. One is to isolate the payload mounted on the PM
from a disturbance in all frequency bands, and the other is to achieve the payload pointing
to the target. The payload can be isolated from disturbances in all of the frequency bands by
the active vibration isolation control and the drag-free control. The pointing requirement of
the payload can be satisfied with the attitude-pointing control of the TM with respect to
the target, the attitude-pointing control of the PM with respect to the SM, and the attitude-
pointing control of the SM with respect to the TM. In addition, the electromagnetic forces
and torques controlling the PM and the electrostatic torques controlling the TM produce
reaction disturbances to the SM at the same time. Therefore, the drag-free control of the SM
employs feedforward compensation to eliminate the coupling disturbances.
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FP_Ctr = KP_Pr
(
rS1P_d − rS1P

)
+ KP_Dr

( .
rS1P_d

∣∣
S −

.
rS1P

∣∣
S

)
+ KP_Ir

∫ (
rS1P_d − rS1P

)
dt

MP_Ctr = KP_Pθ
(SθP

d − SθP)+ KP_Dθ

(
S

.
θ

P
d

∣∣∣∣
S
− S

.
θ

P
∣∣∣∣
S

)
+ KP_Iθ

∫ (SθP
d − SθP)dt

FS_Ctr = KS_Pr
(
rTS2_d − rTS2

)
+ KS_Dr

( .
rTS2_d

∣∣
S −

.
rTS2

∣∣
S

)
+ KS_Ir

∫ (
rTS2_d − rTS2

)
dt + FP_Ctr
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(5)

where KX_Pr, KX_Dr, and KX_Ir are the PID parameters of the position controller; and KX_Pθ;
KX_Dθ, and KX_Iθ are the PID parameters of the attitude position controller. Therefore, the
control forces and torques acting on the PM, the SM, and the TM can be expressed as

FP_Act = FP_Mag

= KP_Pr
(
rS1P_d − rS1P

)
+ KP_Dr

( .
rS1P_d

∣∣
S −

.
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∣∣
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)
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dt
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)
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)
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( .
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.
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S

)
+ KS_Ir

∫ (
rTS2_d − rTS2

)
dt
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= KS_Pθ
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d − TθS)+ KS_Dθ

(
T

.
θ
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d
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S
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.
θ

S
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S

)
+ KS_Iθ

∫ (TθS
d − TθS)dt

MT_Ctr = MT_Ele
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(
N

.
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N
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.
θ

S
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N
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(6)

The key task is to determine the PID parameters to achieve high-level disturbance
attenuation performance and pointing accuracy. Liu and Gao [21] provided a calculation
method for the PID parameters, which is expressed as

kp = ω2
n2 + 2ωn1ωn2ζ2

kd = ωn1ω2
n2

ki = ωn1 + 2ωn2ζ2

(7)
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where kp, kd, and ki are the PID parameters corresponding to unit mass or inertia for
each DOF, and ωn1, ωn2, and ζ2 are some typical elements that determine the disturbance
isolation performance.

Since the active vibration isolation technology can attenuate the disturbances above
the critical frequency, the PID parameters of the position controller in the active vibration
isolation control loop should be small. In contrast, since the drag-free control technology
can attenuate the disturbances below the critical frequency, the PID parameters of the
position controller in the drag-free control loop need to be large. To improve the pointing
accuracy, the PID parameters of the attitude controller in the attitude-pointing control loop,
active vibration isolation control loop, and drag-free control loop need to be large.

4. Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations are conducted to analyze the performance enhancement of the
improved DFP spacecraft and to verify the effectiveness of the integrated control algorithm.
The forces and torques caused by the gravitational attraction, solar radiation pressure,
atmospheric drag, umbilical cables, and structural vibrations are added to the dynamic
integration. To clearly analyze the control performance of the integrated controller of the
improved DFP spacecraft, the uncertainties of the sensors and actuators are not considered
in this study. Some simulation conditions are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Simulation parameters of the improved DFP spacecraft.

Name Mass (kg) Inertia (kg.m2) Size (m)

PM 50

3.71 0 0
0 3.71 0
0 0 32

 0.8 × 0.8 × 0.5

SM 100

11.33 0 0
0 11.33 0
0 0 100

 1 × 1 × 0.6

TM 2

7.05 × 10−4 0 0
0 7.05 × 10−4 0
0 0 7.05 × 10−4

 0.046 × 0.046 × 0.046

Table 3. Controller parameters of the improved DFP spacecraft.

Name Value

Vibration isolation control loop Position controller ωn1 = 2π × 10−3, ωn2 = 2π × 10−2, ζ2 = 1.2
Attitude controller ωn1 = 2π × 10−2, ωn2 = 2π × 100, ζ2 = 1.2

Drag-free control loop Position controller ωn1 = 2π × 10−3, ωn2 = 2π × 10−1, ζ2 = 1.2
Attitude controller ωn1 = 2π × 10−2, ωn2 = 2π × 100, ζ2 = 1.2

Attitude-pointing control loop Attitude controller ωn1 = 2π × 10−2, ωn2 = 2π × 100, ζ2 = 1.2

4.1. Stability of Integrated Control

The stability of the integrated control system is determined by the controller param-
eters. The PID controller parameters calculated according to Equation (7) can ensure the
stability of the control system.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the centroid position and the attitude angle of the PM with
respect to the SM. These two figures show the stability of the active vibration isolation
control loop when the spatial constraints of ±10 mm and ±35 mrad between the PM and
SM are satisfied.
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Figures 5–9 show the stability of the integrated control algorithm of the improved DFP
spacecraft and the satisfaction of the spatial constraints.

4.2. Pointing Accuracy and Stability

The payload pointing to the target is achieved indirectly. In the integrated control
system, the TM is controlled to point to the target, the SM is controlled to track the attitude
of the TM, and the payload mounted on the PM is controlled to track the attitude of the SM.
The high-level pointing accuracy and stability of the payload are realized by the integrated
control of the PM, SM, and TM.

Figure 9 shows that the pointing accuracy of the SM is better than 10−8◦, and Figure 5
shows that the attitude angle of the PM with respect to the SM is smaller than 10−7◦.
Therefore, the pointing accuracy of the PM is about 10−7◦. Figures 10–12 show the attitude
angular velocity of the PM with respect to the SM, that of the TM with respect to the SM,
and that of the SM. The pointing stability of the PM is about 10−7◦/s. These simulation
results show that the integrated control algorithm of the improved DFP spacecraft can
provide high-level pointing accuracy and stability for the payload in the PM.
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4.3. Disturbance Attenuation Performance

In the DFP spacecraft, the high-frequency disturbances of the payload mounted on the
PM are attenuated by active vibration isolation control, but the low-frequency disturbances
cannot be attenuated due to the umbilical cables. In the improved DFP spacecraft, the
low-frequency disturbances of the SM are attenuated by drag-free control, which means
that the low-frequency disturbances of the payload transmitted through the umbilical
cables are attenuated. Therefore, the payload can be isolated from disturbances in all of
the frequency bands by the active vibration isolation control loop and the drag-free control
loop in the integrated control system.
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The disturbance acceleration in the frequency domain is expressed in terms of the
root mean square (RMS) per one-third octave band. Figure 13 shows the disturbance
acceleration of the SM without control, the SM under control, and the PM under control.
The disturbance acceleration of the SM without control is equivalent to the disturbance
acceleration of the SM in the novel DFP spacecraft (without the TM). The disturbance
acceleration of the SM under control represents the disturbance acceleration of the SM with
the application of drag-free control in the improved DFP spacecraft. Compared with the
disturbance acceleration of the SM without control, the disturbance acceleration of the SM
under control is attenuated in the low-frequency bands, as expected. As the low-frequency
disturbances of the SM under control are small, the disturbances transmitted to the PM
through the umbilical cables are also small. The disturbance acceleration of the PM under
control is obviously better than the disturbance acceleration of the SM without control in all
of the frequency bands, which verifies the effectiveness of the improved DFP spacecraft and
the integrated control algorithm. The disturbance attenuation performance is calculated
as shown in Figure 14. The disturbance attenuation performance of the active vibration
isolation control is equivalent to the control performance of the novel DFP spacecraft,
and the disturbances in the low-frequency band cannot be attenuated. With the drag-free
control in the improved DFP spacecraft, the disturbance attenuation performance of the
integrated control is better than −20 dB in all of the frequency bands, which means the
disturbances at any frequency are attenuated by at least one order of magnitude.
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5. Conclusions

The improved DFP spacecraft is designed to overcome the disturbances caused by the
umbilical cables connecting the PM and the SM. The TM is added to the improved DFP
spacecraft, and drag-free control technology is applied to isolate disturbances on the SM in
the low-frequency band. The configuration of the improved DFP spacecraft and its sensors
and actuators are introduced. The improved DFP spacecraft consists of the PM, the SM,
and the TM. The PM is levitated close to the SM by the electromagnetic actuators, while the
TM is suspended inside the SM by the electrostatic actuators.

The dynamics model of the improved DFP spacecraft is established, including the
nonlinear dynamics equation and the linear dynamics equation. The integrated control of
the improved DFP spacecraft is designed to enhance the pointing accuracy and disturbance
attenuation performance. The control system consists of three interconnected control loops,
which are the active vibration isolation control loop, the drag-free control loop, and the
attitude-pointing control loop. Based on the integrated control algorithm, the PM can be
isolated from disturbances in all of the frequency bands, and the pointing requirement of
the payload can be achieved. The numerical simulations show that the pointing accuracy
and the pointing stability are about 10−7◦ and 10−7◦/s, respectively, and the disturbance
attenuation performance is better than −20 dB in all of the frequency bands. The control
performance of the improved DFP spacecraft is obviously enhanced by the integrated
control system. This work lays the foundation for the development of improved DFP
spacecraft, which has significant application value.
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